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KITCHENS

1

CREATING YOUR  
PERFECT KITCHEN

 
  Your kitchen is the heart of your home and we 

understand how important it is to get everything just  
right. From design to installation, you can rely on us  
to create a kitchen you’ll love to cook and entertain  

in for years to come. 

We’ve selected nine inspirational kitchen styles that show 
what you could achieve in your own home – each one 

distinctive, beautifully designed and carefully built
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KITCHENS

87 YEARS OF 
EXPERTISE

We’ve been fi tting kitchens since 1932 
and we bring all our experience and skills to 

every kitchen we make. 

From designing our ranges to refl ect 
changing styles and the ways we use our 

homes, to planning and installing your perfect 
kitchen, we’ll make sure every last detail is 

exactly right. 

SOMETHING TO 
SUIT ANY STYLE

With 18 ranges available in a wide range of 
fi nishes, you can be confi dent we have a 

solution that is right for you. 

Each range has unique features to enhance 
your design and lots of clever storage 
solutions to help maximise your space. 

You can add fi nishing touches with our 
extensive range of sinks, taps and appliances 
and for added peace of mind all our ranges 

are made in the UK and come with a 
10-year guarantee. 

2

10-YEAR
GUARANTEE
INCLUDED
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YOUR PERFECT 

KITCHEN
Start by booking an in-store consultation 

with one of our Partners.

We’ll discuss your ideas, talk you through 
different styles and functions and help 

navigate the costs to create your 
dream kitchen.

You will be able to see a number of our 
kitchen ranges and touch and feel samples 

to help choose style and finish.

Once you have narrowed down 
your choices, you can book a home 

survey and design visit.

HOME SURVEY  
AND DESIGN

Our planners will work closely with you, and 
carefully survey and measure your space.

We’ll consider and discuss every detail before 
designing a kitchen that’s tailored exactly  

to your needs.

We will share the design and meet with  
you again to ensure everything is right, from 

door style to handle choices before your 
kitchen is ordered.

5
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DELIVERY AND 
INSTALLATION

We will agree a convenient date for your 
kitchen to be delivered and installed.

Our qualified installers will carry out the work, 
from removing your old kitchen to installing  

all appliances and accessories.

All waste and rubbish will be removed,  
leaving you to enjoy your new kitchen.

For peace of mind all our workmanship  
comes with a 2 year guarantee.

BEAUTIFULLY  
UNIQUE 

Your John Lewis kitchen is unique; a  
hand-built design that’s tailored exactly to 

your needs and your space. 

No two John Lewis kitchens are the  
same, because no two customers are  

the same.   

Bespoke fitted kitchen – Northamptonshire

Bespoke window seat

2-YEAR
GUARANTEE
INCLUDED
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EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED, ALL 
IN ONE PLACE

When you’re creating your dream kitchen 
there are all the extra touches to think 

about too.

Our unique range of products and services 
makes it all much easier. We stock everything 

from beautiful fl ooring and lighting, 
to the latest hi-tech appliances and 

designer tableware. designer tableware. 

HERE TO HELP 
From the moment your kitchen is ordered,
our dedicated team of Partners will ensure

everything runs smoothly, keeping you
updated along the way until your kitchen

has been completed.

If you need any help, our Partners are
just a phone call away. We can offer advice

and answer any questions you may have
from Monday to Saturday.

Contact them on 0345 608 1070.

Booking your 
appointments 

Organising 
your payment

Planning your 
deliveries

Managing your 
installation

Keeping you 
updated 

After care 
advice

General 
enquiries

Placing 
your order
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Top: Baskets add texture and  
are a practical way to store  
smaller items

Above: Specially crafted end panels 
and open storage units can be used 
to create a distinctive look

This smooth finish shaker style
door when combined with a cast
iron knob gives a modern feel10

A MODERN  
CLASSIC WITH A 

HOMELY FEEL,   
this look is defined by 
beautiful detailing and  

well-considered materials. 
Combining warm neutral 
tones, the relaxed and 

timeless aesthetic creates a 
space you’ll love coming  

home to

KITCHENSKITCHENS



Created with our Carradale
range in painted cashmere with
Jupiter quartz and white oiled 
character oak worktops

KITCHENS

131312
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KITCHENSGet the look 
Choose individual pieces with a mixture of warm 
fi nishes and textures to complement this look

Above: Tall integrated fridge freezer cabinets 
are practical and give your kitchen a seamless feel

Top left: Wooden drawers with dovetail 
joints are a great fi nishing touch

Left: Create visual interest with open island 
feature units

Cashmere painted door

Perrin & Rowe Io nickle 4273NI mixer tap with 
lever handles and rinse 80700136

Clearwater Metro 1.5 bowl white ceramic
undermount sink 807 11963

3

2

4

1  John Lewis Croft Collection 
Aiden factory ceiling light
Add a touch of industrial chic to 
your home space with this striking 
metal pendant shade 70142012 

2 30mm Jupiter quartz worktop 
808 73701 

3 40mm white oiled character 
oak wood worktop 808 81208

4 John Lewis Wood Elite 15 
vinyl fl ooring NW/109 639 06710

5 Cast iron fi nish knob handle

Cashmere painted door

2

French grey (113) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

Slaked lime (105) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

Dolphin (246) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

Original BTC Hector dome switched 
medium wall light 
A beautiful wall lamp that is made with classic 
translucent bone china and a movable shade 
107 00103

5

1
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Above: This coordinating larder 
cabinet works as a freestanding piece 
of furniture to complete the look

Top: A farmhouse sink and an
antique bronze tap, perfectly 
complement this style16

KITCHENS

A RELAXED 
COUNTRY STYLE
that recalls the feel of a 

farmhouse kitchen. 
Warm accent colours work
beautifully with traditional

materials to shape an informal,
lived-in aesthetic, and a

welcoming family space at the
heart of your home

A range cooker combined with
a mantle is a great way to create
a farmhouse feel 



Created with our Leckford
range in denim with Iroko
wooden worktops

KITCHENS

18
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Above: Add character with painted woodgrain doors 
combined with brass handles

Top left: Open display cabinets add a design feature 
to show off accessories and give access to essentials

Left: Beautifully designed tall larder cabinets add a
focal point and have lots of storage

21

Get the look 
Copper and oak play a signifi cant role in 
making up the warmth of this colour palette

1 John Lewis Tobias resto 
pendant ceiling light 70142095

2 John Lewis 30mm Iroko 
classic wood worktop 80881228

3 Antique bronze fi nish knob 
and shell handle

Le Creuset Signature Cast Iron Round 
24cm Casserole, Marine 81348707

Abode Ludlow 2 lever antique bronze tap 
With a timeless Victorian design, this tap 
helps make a kitchen feel like the heart of 
the home 80703036 

3

Painted demin door

22

1

French grey (113) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

21

Painted demin door

KITCHENS
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Top: Add a touch of elegance 
with pewter tap, white Minerva 
worktop and butler sink 

Above: A symmetrical design
gives a sense of harmony and
balance

Add mirrors to a glazed cabinet 
to create an elegant feel22

KITCHENS

 A TIMELESS AND 
ELEGANT STYLE  
that combines period 

finesse with subtle modern 
touches. With a delicate 

colour palette and exceptional 
craftsmanship, this is a light 
and inspiring kitchen that’s 

easy to live in



Created with our Kensington range in 
painted dove with Minerva worktops

KITCHENS

24
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KITCHENSGet the look 
Choose light coloured pieces to harmonise 
with the bright, airy feel of this kitchen

Elica Galaxy chimney hood
An unusually slim box-style white 
glass-fronted stainless steel chimney 
hood 866 77551

Abode Fluid Monobloc tap
Soft and sweeping design makes this tap an 
attractive addition to your kitchen 807 03132

John Lewis Simone bar chair
This smart button-back bar chair is upholstered 
in hard-wearing fabric and boasts a sturdy 
wooden frame 836 71801

1 John Lewis easy-to-fi t Madison 
glass pendant shade 701 81113 

2 Karndean Art Select Stones 
Marble fl ooring 631 52911

3 25mm Minerva Carrara white 
worktop 808 81509

4 Stainless steel fi nish knob 
handle 

Shallows (223) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

4

Painted dove door

3

2

Painted dove door

2

1

Above: An open plate rack fi ts perfectly with this 
design, adding elegant and practical storage

Top left: The in-frame door with a stainless steel 
butt hinge show the true craftmanship of this kitchen

Left: Using open end panels at the end of a run 
of cabinets gives a classic look and easy access for 
those essential items

Loft white (222) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

Scree (227) 
Little Greene Paint Co.
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Top: Wall and larder cabinets can be configured 
to accentuate the height of a room. Add an
integrated wine rack as a smart storage solution  

Above: Extending the worktop
over your cabinets creates a stylish 
breakfast bar

Mix and match door colours and 
handles to enhance your design

28

KITCHENS

A CLASSIC 
KITCHEN WITH A 
CONTEMPORARY 

TWIST  
using a distinctly bold 

and confident aesthetic. 
Monochrome tones with  

chrome details deliver beautiful 
contrasts, creating a dramatic 
space that offers a true style 

statement



Created with our Burford range in
painted graphite and cotton with
Ceres quartz worktops

KITCHENS

3130



Painted cotton door 
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KITCHENSGet the look 
 

1 30mm Ceres quartz 
worktop 808 72001

2 Chrome knob and shell handles

Says Who for John Lewis Mino chair 
A simple modern chair, that’s sure to be 
a classic for years to come 83648703

Abode Hargrave brushed nickel 
mixer tap 807 03113

Hahn premium wall pan rack 
Beautifully made, and sturdy and strong, 
this Hahn wall rack is perfect for showing 
off your pots and pans 80762403

French grey pale (161) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

Loft white (222) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

French grey (113) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

2

Painted graphite door

1

Painted graphite door

Above: Tall utility cabinets offer a simple way
of hiding away your household items without
compromising your design 

Top left: Clever sink cabinet storage with 
compartments and recycling bin options 
can be used in any kitchen

Left: Wooden plate drawers with peg dividers 
for secure storage

Painted cotton door 
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DESIGNED TO 
MAXIMISE SPACE  
AND STORAGE  

a wonderfully practical kitchen, 
with the enhanced functionality 

of sliding doors. Using a soft 
palette and warm wooden tones, 
this is an informal and versatile 

solution for contemporary  
urban living

Top: This tall corner solution  
makes the most out of every  
inch of corner storage space

Above: When worktop space is  
at a premium, this hanging rail 
system keeps your utensils within 
easy reach and your worktop 
clutter free

These tall units with sliding
doors offer a clever space-saving
solution. An open display can
show favourite items, whilst 
drawers offer plenty of storage 
for essentials



Created using our Alessa by John 
Lewis range in light grey and oak 
light with co-ordinated media  
and storage unit

KITCHENS

3736
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KITCHENSGet the look 
These pieces sit perfectly in this House by John Lewis 
open plan kitchen where bursts of pattern and texture 
complement the wooden tones

Bianco Tipo 45S mini stainless steel sink
807 11418

Light grey door

1 John Lewis Design Superior vinyl 
fl ooring collection – Nationale 
639 45723 

2 Oak light worktop  

3 Battleship frosted glass cladding

4 Brushed aluminium wrap-over 
handles 303/304/305 

5 Stainless steel knob

Light grey door

4

5

Urbane grey (225) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

Above: Sliding doors with internal lighting offer an 
opportunity for display on one side whilst keeping 
items hidden on the other

Top left: Open cabinets can store your kitchen 
crockery within easy reach. A sliding door can hide 
cleaning materials but allow quick access when required

Left: Slim pull out drawers can contain a choice of 
smart storage solutions, keeping everything clutter 
free, but within easy reach

Franke 1 Lever Mondial 3-in-1 tap
Instant boiling water is available from 
this tap with a sleek, modern design 
807 40205

2

1

3

House by John Lewis Whistler chair navy 
Ultra versatile and dynamic, our Whistler chair 
is the perfect seating solution for all manner 
of situations 836 12403

Oak light doorOak light door



Top: Design cabinets around  
your freestanding appliances  
to maintain a minimal look

Above: Mixing doors with open 
shelving lets you decide what to 
keep on show

A peninsula can be used to 
create a flexible space for  
cooking, dining or socialising40

KITCHENS

A SCANDINAVIAN  
FEEL, BOTH MINIMAL  

YET WARM  
combining light grey and 

wooden tones, for a practical 
family kitchen with an accessible 

modernist feel



Created with our Savina
range in painted light grey
with Ceres quartz worktops

KITCHENS

4342
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KITCHENSGet the look 
A contemporary mix of materials with accents of both 
wood and bright colours give a Scandinavian feel

1 Flos Glo-Ball S1 ceiling light 
A glowing ball of light suspended 
from a narrow fl ex made from hand 
blown etched opaline glass 10420101

2 30mm Ceres quartz worktop 
808 72101

3 John Lewis & Partners Wood 
ultimate 20 vinyl fl ooring, TT/45 
63907709

Ebbe Gehl for John Lewis Mira 6 Seater dining
table With tapered legs and rounded edges,
this charming dining table will take pride of
place in your home 83603510

Above: When space is a premium, a pull out 
mechanism offers large amounts of storage

Top left: Use of lighting within open cabinets 
can enhance your design 

Left: Pop up sockets add fl exible plug sockets, 
but give an uncluttered look when hidden away

Light peach blossom (3) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

Painted light grey door

3

2

Painted light grey door

2

Anglepoise original 1227 extendable 
wall light 107 10901

Loft white (222) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

1

Says Who for John Lewis Why wood bar stool 
This classic bar stool is made from oiled solid 
wood for an attractive natural look and sturdy 
feel 836 72801



Top: Staggering wall cabinets  
adds interest and a more expansive 
work area.

Above: Using bold horizontal lines 
can create an illusion of space

A tall bank of cabinets  
with integrated appliances  
gives a clean feel 46

KITCHENS

SIMPLE, SLEEK  
AND LINEAR,  

this kitchen’s clean lines and 
urban feel are the essence  

of fuss-free design.   
A palette of mineral grey 

tones, mixed with dark wood 
finishes creates a space that’s 

contemporary, considered  
and cool



Created using Modena accent 
doors in mineral silver and 
anthracite with black oak 
wooden worktop

KITCHENS

48



Matt mineral anthracite
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KITCHENSGet the look 
Complement a contemporary linear kitchen 
with simple angular accessories

1 John Lewis 40mm character 
black oak worktop

2 Amtico Form oiled timber 
fl ooring 63101401

3 Slate frosted glass cladding 

John Lewis profi le mixer kitchen tap chrome 
Clean, modernistic design lines, with fl at and 
tubular detailing, mean the profi le mixer 
tap sits comfortably in any contemporary 
kitchen 80705011  

Blanco Andano 500IFA single bowl inset  
stainless steel kitchen sink This high 
quality fi nished stainless steel sink from 
Blanco will look the part in any modern 
kitchen 80712169 51

Fescue (231) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

Matt mineral silver

2

1

3

1

Above: Integrated wooden wine rack cabinets 
are a great way of keeping your favourite bottles 
organised and out of sight

Top left: These bi-fold wall cabinets add to the 
minimalistic feel. Mix colours on these doors to 
add impact

Left: The handleless profi le above the door creates 
the linear feel of this kitchen. A choice of colours 
available can be used to customise your design

Alessi Tea Rex hob kettle with dragon 
whistle 73020622

Matt mineral anthracite
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Top: Match beautiful wood 
tones with matt door and 
worktop fi nishes

Above: An island with an 
integrated downdraft cooker 
hood combines style and function

This kitchen utilises our handleless
profi le system on the island
coupled with our touch
system on the wall cabinets
for a unique design52

A MODERN 
SOLUTION FOR OPEN 

PLAN LIVING  
this kitchen’s mix of styles will 

make a statement in any home.
Our touch handleless system 

and design project door fi nishes, 
create something truly unique

KITCHENS
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Created using our Design Project
range in carbon black and ice
white, mixed with Modena matt 
range in Springfield dark oak54



56 57

Blanco Andano XL 6 S-IF compact 
inset 1.5 sink. The elegant, modern design 
of the Andano sink will complement any 
kitchen interior 807 12173

Get the look 

Above: Our deep pocket door cabinets allow the 
large full height doors to be hidden away when in use

Top left: A sliding door system offers an alternative 
to a splash back or tiling on your wall and contain
hidden storage

Left: An island corner storage cabinet ensures 
every inch of space is used

57

1 Design Project by 
John Lewis No.132 fi nn 
LED hoop ceiling light 
70142023 

2 Nano tech matt carbon 
black worktop 

3 Matt Springfi eld dark 
oak worktop 

4 Karndean Van Gogh wood 
collection white washed oak 
63153514

Blanco Linus-S 3650 kitchen mixer tap 
The minimalist styling of this tap is especially 
user friendly. A high spout allows for easily 
fi lling 807 00779

Siemens HB676GBS6B black and stainless 
steel, built-in oven with Home Connect 
89031502

Gauze (106)
Little Greene Paint Co.

Matt Springfi eld dark oakMatt Springfi eld dark oak

Nano tech matt 
carbon black

Nano tech matt ice white

1

KITCHENS

Nano tech matt 

Nano tech matt ice white

3

2

4

22



Right: Use similar tones 
throughout the kitchen  
to create a striking look

Top: Stack glazed cabinets
with simple push latches
to emphasise the contemporary
feel

Above: Add a wine cooler to  
a peninsular to make the most  
of the space and create a link to  
a living area58

KITCHENS

BOLD AND MINIMALIST 
this is a confident design 

statement for the contemporary 
urban home.  

Combining deep blacks and 
smoky greys with warm 

copper highlights to create a 
sophisticated modern feel, fit for 

a dramatic city apartment



Created with our Modena range  
in gloss anthracite
  

KITCHENS

6160
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Above: A roller shutter cabinet hides away small 
appliances whilst adding visual texture

Top left: The copper handles, combined with the 
anthracite door give a perfect fi nishing touch

Left: Tall larder cabinets with glass fronted 
drawers give a modern feel 

69

KITCHENSGet the look 
Sleek appliances, gadgets and accessories 
make a bold statement in this kitchen

1 Flos k Tribe bronze s2 ceiling light 
10420104

2 La Palma Lem bar stool, black 
83670902

3 Copper fi nish square bar handle

3

Blanco Culina-s mini CH4600 single 
lever mixer kitchen tap 
A delicate stainless steel spring enables 
freedom of movement down to the bowl 
area and a precise magnet holder provides 
comfortable locking 807 00683

Mid lead (114) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

Shirting (129) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

Scree (227) 
Little Greene Paint Co.

Gloss anthracite doorGloss anthracite door

Blanco subline 400-u granite 
composite sink 807 11109

1

2
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GO ONLINE TO 
DESIGN YOUR OWN

To see all our ranges and if you’d like
to experiment with different styles, layouts

and colours, try our easy-to-use
visualising tool.

Just visit johnlewis.com/fi ttedkitchens
to get started

Explore everything we have to offer
In this brochure we have shown nine inspirational kitchen looks that can be created using 
our kitchen ranges. Our ranges offer lots of choice, so go on line to fi nd out more

KITCHENS

PICK UP OUR 
RANGE GUIDE

Our range guide contains everything 
you need to know about the kitchen 

ranges we offer.

Please visit a Fitted Kitchen Department in one 
of the stores shown on the back of this brochure 

and ask a partnerfor a copy

Colour options
Silk mussel

Oak grey

Silk white

Oak dark

Silk graphite

Oak deep

Silk ivory

Oak light

Silk pumice

Silk cashmere

Silk light grey

CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS

Stainless steel angled bridge handle

Handle options

Polished chrome slimline handle

Chunky polished chrome ‘D’ handle

Stainless steel finish ‘T’ bar handle

Brushed nickel slimline handle Stainless steel finish angled flat bar handles

Stainless steel finish letterbox handles

Brushed nickel finish bar handle

Stainless steel finish rail bar handle

Dust grey
Concrete  

2019

RANGE GUIDE
kitchen

Turning inspiration into reality
We hope our beautiful kitchens have inspired you. The next step towards making 
your dream a reality is to book an appointment with one of our Kitchen Selling 
Partners. We look forward to answering your questions, discussing your plans, 
and carefully guiding you through the process of creating your perfect kitchen.

Finance options are available, please speak to one of our Partners in store or 
visit our website

To book your appointment 
Please go online at johnlewis.com/fi ttedkitchens or visit any of our shops listed 
on the back page
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John Lewis Partnership 
171 Victoria Street 
London SW1E 5NN 
johnlewis.com 

Shop locations
LONDON

John Lewis
Oxford Street 
London W1A 1EX 
020 7629 7711

Peter Jones
Sloane Square 
London SW1W 8EL 
020 7730 3434

John Lewis Brent Cross
Brent Cross Shopping Centre 
London NW4 3FL 
020 8202 6535

John Lewis Kingston
Wood Street 
Kingston upon Thames  
KT1 1TE 
020 8547 3000

John Lewis Stratford
101 The Arcade 
Westfield Stratford City 
Montfichet Road 
London E20 1EL 
020 8532 3500

John Lewis White City 
Westfield London  
Shopping Centre 
Ariel Way 
London W12 7FU 
020 8222 6400

ENGLAND

John Lewis Bluewater
Greenhithe 
Kent DA9 9SA 
01322 624 123

John Lewis Birmingham
2 Station Street 
Birmingham B2 4AU  
0121 634 6000

John Lewis Cambridge
10 Downing Street 
Cambridge CB2 3DS 
01223 361 292

John Lewis Cheadle
Wilmslow Road 
Cheadle SK8 3BZ 
0161 491 4914

John Lewis Cribbs Causeway
The Mall at Cribbs Causeway 
Bristol BS34 5QU 
0117 959 1100

John Lewis High Wycombe
Holmers Farm Way 
Cressex  
High Wycombe HP12 4NW 
01494 462 666

John Lewis Leeds
Victoria Gate 
Harewood Street 
Leeds S2 7AR 
0113 394 6200

John Lewis Leicester
2 Bath House Lane 
Highcross Shopping Centre 
Leicester LE1 4SA 
0116 242 5777

John Lewis Liverpool
70 South John Street 
Liverpool One 
Liverpool L1 8BJ 
0151 709 7070

John Lewis Milton Keynes
Central Milton Keynes 
MK9 3EP 
01908 679 171

John Lewis Newcastle
Eldon Square 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
NE99 1AB 
0191 232 5000

John Lewis Norwich
All Saints Green 
Norwich NR1 3LX 
01603 660 021

John Lewis Nottingham
Victoria Centre 
Nottingham NG1 3QA 
0115 941 8282

John Lewis Peterborough
Queensgate Centre 
Peterborough PE1 1NL 
01733 344 644

John Lewis Reading
Broad Street 
Reading RG1 2BB 
0118 957 5955

John Lewis Sheffield
Barkers Pool 
Sheffield S1 1EP 
0114 276 8511

John Lewis Solihull
Touchwood 
Solihull 
West Midlands B91 3RA 
0121 704 1121

John Lewis Southampton
West Quay  
Southampton SO15 1QA 
023 8021 6400

John Lewis Watford
High Street 
Watford WD17 2TW 
01923 244 266

John Lewis Welwyn
Bridge Road 
Welwyn Garden City 
AL8 6TP 
01707 323 456

John Lewis York
Unit C 
Vangarde Way  
York YO32 9AE 
01904 557 950

SCOTLAND

John Lewis Aberdeen
George Street 
Aberdeen AB25 1BW 
01224 625 000

John Lewis Edinburgh
Leith Street 
Edinburgh EH1 3SP 
0131 556 9121

John Lewis Glasgow
Buchanan Galleries 
Glasgow G1 2GF 
0141 353 6677

WALES

John Lewis Cardiff
The Hayes 
Cathays 
Cardiff CF10 1EG 
02920 536 000


